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We are pleased to advise of the release of the new domestic Rinnai Infinity 28i & Rinnai 28i Solar Booster water 
heaters.
These new units replace the current 26L water heaters are a quick and simple upgrade of the current product.

Overview
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28i Gas Solar Booster 
Comparison to 
26i Booster 

28L capacity at 25deg rise Better (26L)

High altitude setting Better (none)
Pipe connection position Same
Min flow rate of 1.4 l/min Better (2.4 l/min)

6 star Same (6 star)

Long flue length setting at 7m Better (1.5m)

Inbuilt water controller Better (none)
Warranty 12 year/25 year 
option Same 12 years 
Status Monitor None 

Infinity 28i 
Comparison to 
Infinity 26i

28L capacity at 25degC rise Better (26L)

High altitude setting Better (none)

Min flow rate of 1.4 l/min Better (2.4 l/min)

6 star Same (6 star)

Long flue length setting at 7m Better (1.5m)

Inbuilt water controller Better (none)

15m max flue run Better (9m)

Aluminium inner co-axial flue Same

Warranty 12 year/25 year option Same 12 years 

Status Monitor None 

Key feature comparison Key feature comparison



Key feature
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The Infinity 28i has the cold water, hot water and gas connection points in virtually the same 
position as the current Infinity 26i therefore making the replacement of an existing heater simple.

INFINITY 28i 28i Solar Booster 
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Built in Water Controller 

The built-in controller buttons are for changing the Temp Up and Down, On / Off 
and Priority. The LCD screen shows the temperature.

The LCD screen would also show the fault codes if there was a problem with the 
hot water unit.

The maximum number of additional controllers that can be fitted to the continuous 
flow unit is three as the built-in controller is acting as the fourth controller .
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Flue installation guide information 

Flue installation can consist of both horizonal and vertical runs, the maximum flue length must not exceed 15m and the total 
number of 90o bends in any flue run must not exceed four, noting that each 90o is equivalent to 2m of flue.

Short flue: Installation methods 1, & 3, where the total flue does not exceed 7m, the SW1 of both DipSW1 7 DipSW2 are set to “ON”.

Extended flue: installation methods 2 & 4, where the total flue length exceeds 7m, the SW1 of both DipSW1 & DipSW2 are set to “OFF”.

Refer to the “Rinnai FFU Flue Installation Manual for full details regards the flue lengths and bends.
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Order codes and timing
All products available from 18th October 2021 but the 26i must be used up prior.

Order Code Description Superceded product

INF28IN50 C'FLOW INFINITY 28 (50) NG INF26IN50M

INF28IL50 C'FLOW INFINITY 28 (50) LPG INF26IL50M

INF28IN60 C'FLOW INFINITY 28 (60) NG INF26IN60M

INF28IL60 C'FLOW INFINITY 28 (60) LPG INF26IL60M

S28IN70 BOOSTER INFINITY 28 INT NG S26IN70

S28IL70 BOOSTER INFINITY 28 INT LPG S26IL70
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Resources – (Double Click Icon to Open)

Document Icon

Infinity CF Brochure

Owners and Installation Manual

Co-axial flue Installation Manual

Water controller compatibility chart 

CF warranty document
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Infinity
Continuous Flow Hot Water







Our Story
Rinnai revolutionised the Australian hot 
water market in the early 1990’s when 
we launched the first electronically 
controlled gas continuous flow hot 
water system. Appropriately named, 
the Rinnai Infinity delivered a new user 
experience of steady and continuous, 
temperature controlled hot water. 


Our latest Infinity products offer 
you unparalleled performance, user 
comfort, energy efficiency and water 
conservation features to help further 
reduce your household running cost.  


Rinnai Continuous Flow hot water 
products have also been designed 
and engineered to withstand tough 
Australian conditions whilst never 
running out of hot water. This, coupled 
with great reliability, makes the Rinnai 
Infinity the obvious choice for your hot 
water needs. 


We’re at your service
The National Customer Care Centre 
provides first class service and 
maintenance of your system, ensuring 
it’s running at its highest efficiency  
- so you can enjoy the Rinnai 
experience for many years to come.


Operating 5 days a week 
(Monday to Friday) 
13 43 73


Infinity Continuous 
Flow Hot Water


Features and Benefits


* Made from premium materials and built to last, Rinnai provides 
a standard 3 year (12 Year Heat Exchanger) parts and labour warranty on all 
Rinnai Infinity Continuous Flow Hot Water systems plus an optional 13 years extended 
Heat Exchanger warranty.  Visit rinnai.com.au for full terms and conditions. #Adjustable up to 53°C. For 60°C plus installations a tempering valve in accordance with AS3500.4 is required.


Market Leading Warranty
Our commitment to producing exceptionally engineered, high 
quality products is supported by our market leading warranty 
offering and ensures your ultimate protection and peace of mind. 


For Infinity models the standard product warranty is 12 years 
for Heat Exchangers and 3 years parts and labour. Rinnai is 
now offering the option of extending the warranty on the Heat 
Exchanger by a further 13 years taking it to a total of 25 years. 
This is subject to the terms and conditions outlined in the 
Warranty booklet. Visit rinnai.com.au for further information.


Tough
Improved resistance to corrosion and  
anti-frost protection down to -20°C.


Safety
50°C compliant models available.  
This is adjustable to achieve a true 50°C  
at the point of use.#


Star rating
6 Star energy rating.


Quality
Market leading quality, Japanese design 
components manufactured in Rinnai’s own state 
of the art facility.


Connectability
Quicker commissioning and installation. 


Choice
Compact 28L internal model available. 
Natural gas or LPG models available.


Design
Modern design packaged in a slimline case 
construction. 


Stability Temperature
Puretemp™ temperature stability control, 
provides quick flow and precise outlet water 
temperatures.


Flow Rate
1.5L/min minimum operating water flow rate. 


Environmental
Enhanced Combustion Technology (ECT), 
ensuring maximum comfort with low flow 
(WELS) shower heads.


Smart
Enhanced electronic controlled safety 
monitoring and built in status operation monitor 
displaying set water temperatures and any 
system faults. 
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Quality and Reliability


This appliance complies 
with AS3498:2009


SAI Global Lic W208


N10378


1. Flue Terminal
Made from quality stainless steel our 
flue terminal has been cleverly designed 
to expel burner combustion products 
whilst trapping heat and diverting it back 
into the heat exchanger.


2. Gas Burner Assembly
The firepower behind the Infinity name, 
our burner designs are the envy of other 
continuous flow products. Being compact 
and minimal in design they play an 
important role in achieving our high levels of 
performance whilst reducing the weight of 
the overall product. These assemblies are 
also engineered and built in our state of the 
art manufacturing facilities.


3. Heat Exchanger
30 Years in the making and the heartbeat 
of the Rinnai Infinity, our Heat Exchangers 
are made from premium materials and 
engineered to perform and last.


4. Hot Water Connection
Made from a high quality brass material, our 
hot water outlets use multiple measurement 
points to ensure precision water temperature 
and safe delivery. 


5. Cold Water Connection
Fast and accurate water flow control 
guarantees you get optimum hot water 
comfort at your required temperature.


6. Durable Case
Tough enough to withstand the harshest 
Australian conditions. Our powder coated 
case exteriors are built to last.


7. Gas Control Valve
Engineered and manufactured in our state 
of the art facility, Rinnai’s gas valve uses 
multiple safe-guards to ensure the right 
amount of gas is delivered to the burners 
thus ensuring unparalleled performance  
and energy efficiency.


8. Combustion Fan
Steel construction and balanced fins  
ensure sustained performance, low dB 
operation and product longevity. Other 
products use inferior plastic drums and fins 
which severely limit product performance 
and life expectancy.


9. PCB Controller
The brains behind the Infinity product, our 
in-house designed and manufactured PCBs, 
perform various safety checks, performance 
operations, efficiency calculations and 
commands. The microprocessors are 
encapsulated in a special epoxy that keeps 
out moisture and insects and ensures hassle 
free operation.


10. Infinity Front Cover
Premium design aesthetic and finished in a 
durable UV stabilised powder coated finish. 
Our Infinity cover is the trophy piece that 
adorns the Infinity brand 


Did you know
There are now in excess of 1.25 Million Rinnai Continuous Flow hot water systems installed in 
Australian homes. This equates to filling 40 MCG’s with hot water and creating enough energy to 
launch 24 space shuttles into outer space each year.







No Comparison Technical Information


Universal
• Temperature display


• Priority transfer button


• Preheat system function 
(where installed)


Deluxe
• Temperature display and clock


• Priority transfer button


• Preheat system function (where installed)


• Bath fill and Shower set function


Wireless
The wireless controller has all the 
features of the Universal Controller 
but adds an element of portability 
and ease of retrofitting, both unique 
to Rinnai. The wireless controller also 
has a child lock to ensure safety for 
younger family members.


Water Controllers
Rinnai offers a comprehensive range of water controllers for our Infinity Continuous Flow range that enhances your 
hot water experience through precision temperature control whilst optimising energy and water use. 


Hot Water Operating Cost Comparison
When you consider the space savings compared to storage, eco-efficiency and the continuous supply of hot water that 
comes with Rinnai Infinities continuous flow technology, there is no comparison. When you look at the cost savings over the 
long run, well, it just keeps getting better. More comfort for less money.


# The above annual energy costs are taken from sustainability Victoria. Refer to: 
www.sustainability.vic.gov.au/You-and-Your-Home/Save-energy/Hot-water/Hot-water-running-costs for calculation methodology and more information.


Hot water system
ANNUAL ENERGY COST


1 Person (60 Litres per day)# 2 People (90 Litres per day)# 3 People (120 Litres per day)# 4 People (150 Litres per day)#


Continuous flow technology Natural Gas $160 $230 $295 $365


4 Star Gas Storage Tanks Natural Gas $285 $350 $415 $475


5 Star Gas Storage Tanks Natural Gas $230 $290 $350 $410


Sizing Guide
You can select the right capacity Rinnai Infinity for your current hot water needs  
or for future needs as your family and demand for hot water grows. 


* Sizing assumes AAA or *3 star outlets. For non WELS rated or WELS rated fixtures with higher flow outlets (AA, A, 2 star or 1 star rated) 
a larger size appliance or additional appliance may be required to deliver adequate performance. This is a guide only, special site and location factors may affect this. Half a 
shower outlet refers to a guest shower or powder room that is not used all the time. For more information, consult with your hot water specialist. 


Applicable Models Infinity 12 Infinity 16 Infinity 20 Infinity 26 Infinity 26i Infinity 32


No. of shower outlets* Warm Climate 1 1 1-2 1-3 1-3 2-4


No. of shower outlets* Cool Climate 1 1 1 2.5 2.5 2-3


Warm Climate


Cool Climate
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Factory pre-set temps °C 50 / 60 50 / 60 50 / 60 50 / 60 50 / 60 50 / 60 50 / 60


Min operating water flow (L/min) 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.4 2.4


Min water pressure (kPa)  Max 1000 (kPa) 120 120 160 200 200 220 180


Gas rate 
(mj/h)


NG
Min 16 16 19 16 16 11 14


Max 92 124 156 199 199 210 250


LPG
Min 16 16 19 16 16 11 14


Max 92 124 156 199 199 210 250


Flow rate 
(L/Min)


25ºC Rise 12 16 20 26 26 28 32


20ºC Rise 15 20 24 26 26 35 37


Star rating 6.2 6.1 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 5.9


Width (mm) A 356 356 356 356 356 357 470


Depth (mm) (Inc brackets) B 202 202 202 202 202 272 244


Height (mm) (Inc brackets) C 571 571 571 571 571 583 644


Hot water connection (mm) 15 20 20 20 20 20 20


Cold water connection (mm) 15 20 20 20 20 20 20


Gas connection (mm) 20 20 20 20 20 20 20


Weight (kg) 13.5 13.5 14.5 15.5 15.5 21 29


ABS Recess Box (SBOX)
Built into the wall the SBOX is 
manufactured from a tough 
ABS plastic, the SBOX is light 
weight, easy to handle, durable 
and easy to install.


Metal Recess Box (RBOX06LW)
Built into the wall the metal recess 
box is designed to house and hide the 
pipework but also create a smooth 
and clean finish to the installation.


Pipe Cover (PCD01W)
Colour matched to enhance 
the installation by hiding 
unsightly pipework and 
complement its existing 
surroundings. 


Security Bracket (SECBKT)
Secure your investment with a quick 
and easy to install security bracket.


Flue Diverter (SFD01)
Directing the flue gases sideways 
means your Rinnai Infinity unit 
may be installed into areas with 
restricted ventilation like balconies. 


Hot water outlet


Cold water inlet


Gas inlet


B


C


A


With our policy of continuous improvement, we reserve the right to change, or discontinue at any time, specifications or designs without notice. 
Note: All images contained within this brochure are for illustrative purposes only, the colours and finishes of the products featured are as close to the  
respective product range as photographic lighting and printing processes allow.


Accessories







Rinnai Australia Pty Ltd 


ABN 74 005 138 769 


100 Atlantic Drive,  
Keysborough, Victoria 3173


For further information  
call 1300 555 545 or visit  
rinnai.com.au
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Congratulations on the purchase of your Rinnai Gas Continuous Flow Water Heater. We trust you will have many 
years of comfort and enjoyment from your appliance.


IMPORTANT


BEFORE USING THIS APPLIANCE


Before proceeding with the operation or installation read this manual thoroughly and gain a full 
understanding of the appliance, to ensure safe and correct use.


This appliance must be installed in accordance with:


• Manufacturer’s Installation Instructions


• Current AS/NZS 3000, AS/NZS 3500 & AS/NZS 5601


• Plumbing Code of Australia (PCA)


• Local Regulations and Municipal Building Codes
including local OH&S requirements


This appliance must be installed, maintained and removed 
by an Authorised Person.


For continued safety of this appliance it must be installed 
and maintained in accordance with the manufacturer’s 
instructions.


All Rinnai gas products 
sold in Australia are 


A.G.A. certified.
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WARNING


BEFORE USING THIS APPLIANCE


Before proceeding with the operation or installation read this manual thoroughly and gain a full 
understanding of the appliance, to ensure safe and correct use.


Always comply with the following precautions to avoid dangerous situations and to ensure 
optimum performance.


Failure to carefully read and follow all instructions in this manual can result in equipment 
malfunction, property damage, personal injury and/or death.


DANGER:  Indicates an imminently hazardous situation which, if not avoided, will result in 
personal injury or death.


WARNINGS:  Indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in 
personal injury or death.


CAUTIONS:  Indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in 
minor or moderate injury or damage to the appliance. It may also be used to alert against unsafe 
practices.


WARNING


REGULATORY INFORMATION


  


This Appliance must be installed correctly by an appropriately licensed tradesperson. The 
installation of gas, water, and electricity must conform to local regulations.


The installation of gas, water, and electricity must conform to local regulations, including local 
OH&S requirements. The installation must also comply with the instructions supplied by Rinnai.


Please keep this instruction booklet in a safe place for future reference.


Notice to Victorian Consumers


This appliance must be installed by a person licensed with the Victorian Building Authority. Only 
a licensed person will have insurance protecting their workmanship. So make sure you use a 


For further information contact the Victorian Building Authority on 1300 815 127.


WARNING


WARNING ABOUT HOT WATER


Hot water can cause scalding. Those most 
at risk are children and disabled, elderly and 


burn a child in half a second).


Rinnai have water heater models which 


Temperature limiting devices may also be 


information.


ALWAYS test the water temperature before 


entering a shower, to ensure it is suitable 
for the application and will not cause scald 
injury.


ALWAYS supervise children whenever 
they are in the bathroom or near other 
sources of hot water. Ensure any hot water 


WARNINGS & IMPORTANT INFORMATION
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Operational Safety Information


IMPORTANT


This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical, 
sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given 
supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for their 
safety.  Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.


To clean your water controller(s) use a soft damp cloth 
with a mild detergent.


 use solvents!


Whilst hot water outlets are open the set temperature 
may be lowered. However they cannot then be raised 
above 43°C. In addition transfer of 'priority' between 
controllers is not possible. These are safety features.


Depending on the weather conditions and the length 
of the pipe between the hot water unit and the 
outlet in use, there may be a variation between the 
temperatures displayed at the water controller(s) and 
the temperature of the water at the outlet.


after use. However, if you prefer to turn the water 


maximum of 50°C will be stored in the system memory 
at all times whilst mains power remains connected.


As a safety precaution, if a Kitchen Water Controller's 
temperature is set above 50°C, transferring and then 
returning 'priority' to the Kitchen Water Controller will 
result in a set temperature of 50°C being selected.  
When 'priority' is returned to Water Controllers other 
than the Kitchen the temperature will be 42°C.


Controller when the water heater ‘In Use’ indicator is 


the water to go cold. Someone maybe in the middle of 
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IMPORTANT heaters is available from Rinnai. 


If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, its service agent or 


Always check water temperature carefully before use. 
Refer to the on 
page 4 for important safety information.


without warning. Opening the tap further will restart 
the heating appliance.


appliances and does not indicate a fault.


Spray aerosols in the vicinity of this appliance 
while it is in operation.


this appliance.


 place articles on or against this appliance.


modify this appliance.


store pool chemicals near this appliance.


gas, and drain all water from the appliance. If power 
and the automatic frost protection are connected, 
freezing will be prevented. (Anti-frost protection is 


The delivered water temperature is controlled 


delivery temperature selected and the ambient water 
temperature.


OFF!


HOT!


43°C    55°C
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FEATURES & BENEFITS


heater.


• of hot water. Whilst electricity, 
water and gas supplies are connected, hot water is available whenever hot water taps are open.


• Built into the main micro-processor is the facility to LIMIT THE MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE of the hot 
water supplied. The water temperature may be limited to various values. This is particularly useful when the 


• 
makes them COMPACT


• The temperature of hot water is  by a . If the temperature 
of the hot water rises to more than 3°C above the selected temperature the burner is turned OFF and only 
turned ON again when the temperature falls below the selected temperature.


• The burner lights automatically when the hot water tap is opened, and goes out when the tap is closed. 


• 'Deluxe' or 'Universal' Water Controllers are available as an optional extra. Depending on the models chosen, 


 -
 - Voice Prompting  (Deluxe Control Only).


 - Clock  (Deluxe Control Only).


 -
 For further information regarding Wireless and Deluxe water controllers please contact Rinnai or visit 


www.rinnai.com.au.


• 
the hot water outlets. This results in water savings and reduces waiting time for heated water at the outlets.


• Operating .


•  on the Water Controllers and Status Monitor*, assisting with 
 


• The  (REU-AM2626WDL) water heater model is supplied with one "MC-503" wireless 
water controller kit that includes a transceiver and a wireless water controller, that is pre-programmed as a 
master controller. Additional "MC-503" wireless water controllers are available as an optional extra. Please 
refer the separate wireless operation manual for instructions on how to use the supplied wireless water 
controller.
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MAXIMUM DELIVERY TEMPERATURES


NOTE


This does not apply to “50 degree compliant” models. To meet the regulatory requirements the 
maximum delivery temperature is factory set and sealed.


refer to "Table 2. Maximum Delivery Temperatures" on page 31. The appliance model number 
can be found on the dataplate, which is located on the left hand side of appliance.


OPERATION WITHOUT WATER CONTROLLERS


Rinnai WATER CONTROLLERS


NOTE


Other manufacturers water controllers are NOT compatible with Rinnai water heaters. Rinnai 
water controllers brought in from other countries are also NOT compatible with Rinnai appliances 
sold in Australia.


Water controllers MUST NOT be used with any Solar Boost water heater.


Location


Water Resistance


NOTE


Controllers MUST BE installed at least 400 mm above the highest part of a sink, basin or bath.


DO NOT immerse the water controller into water. 


AVOID direct exposure to water or steam as these conditions may cause a malfunction. 


ALWAYS AVOID exposure to water when the battery compartment is open.


When cleaning your water controller use ONLY a damp cloth and a mild detergent.


WATER TEMPERATURE CONTROL







Temperature Control


NOTE


Whilst hot water outlets are open ONLY the control used to set to delivery may be used to further 
adjust it. Transfer of 'priority' between controllers is NOT possible until all hot water taps have 
been closed. These are safety features.


NOTE


The temperature of outgoing hot water is constantly monitored by a built-in sensor. If the 


will automatically go out. The ‘in use’ indicator  will also go out. The burner will ignite again 
once the outgoing hot water temperature falls to that shown on the digital monitor (or the pre-set 
limit of the appliance)


* 
heaters can be programmed to deliver higher temperatures from the master water controller, 
or may be programmed to restrict the maximum available delivery temperature. Contact 
Rinnai for more details.


** 
temperature is available to outlets.


www.rinnai.com.au


• REU-VCM2837FF/FFC FOUR


IMPORTANT


As REU-VCM2837FF/FFC
THREE, with the built-in controller acting 


as a FOURTH controller.


• 


IMPORTANT
controller, this is the default setting and can NOT be changed.


• TWO


• FOURTH MUST BE
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UNIVERSAL WATER CONTROLLER (MC-601Q) OPERATION 


Turning On


Adjusting Temperature


 or 


 or 


NOTE


all hot water taps have been closed.


Temperatures higher than 50ºC MUST NOT be able to be selected on controllers installed in 
bathrooms, ensuites or toilets. This is to help reduce the risk of burns from hot water. If this is not 
the case, the controllers have been incorrectly installed. CONTACT YOUR INSTALLER.


The 'beep' sound can be muted by pressing the  and  buttons simultaneously for more than 
3 seconds. To cancel sound muting, simply repeat the process.


CAUTION


Always check outlet water temperature before use. The parent / carer MUST check the temperature 
before placing dependants in contact with hot water, see "Warning About Hot Water" on page 4.


Transferring Priority


Indicates the temperature selected.
Error messages flash in event of a fault.


DIGITAL MONITOR


Used to select water temperature.


TEMPERATURE CONTROL BUTTONS


Indicates that the hot water heater is on.


WATER HEATER ON INDICATOR


Used to switch the water heater on and off.


ON/OFF BUTTON


Indicates that the Smartstart preheater (when fitted) is 
activated.


PREHEAT INDICATOR


Used to start and stop the Smartstart preheat unit (when 
fitted), See Smartstart Operation on page 11.


PREHEAT BUTTON


Indicates if this water controller is in control of water 
delivery temperature.


CONTROLLER PRIORITY INDICATOR


Used to transfer control priority between water 
controllers. The water controller with priority has 
command of the hot water delivery temperature.


PRIORITY TRANSFER BUTTON


Indicates that a water heater is delivering hot water.


WATER HEATER 'IN USE' INDICATOR


HOTHOT


COLDCOLDON!ON!
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SMARTSTART PRE-HEAT SYSTEM


The “Preheat” function works in conjunction with various Rinnai water heater models when the separately installed 
and optional Rinnai “Smartstart®” module is installed.


2


7


1


8
5


3


6


4
9


1 Preheat Button
Used to start and stop Smartstart preheater


2 Preheat Indicator
Indicates that Smartstart preheater is activated*


3 Digital Monitor


4


5 Controller Priority Indicator


6 Temperature Control Buttons


7 Water Heater "In Use" Indicator


8 Priority Transfer Button


9 Water Heater On Indicator


Preheat Function


When the "Preheat" function is activated and used in accordance with these instructions, water in the pipework 
connected between the water heater and the hot water outlets in your house is warmed before any outlets are 
opened. This results in water savings and added convenience.


Preheat Operation


1. Ensure that the hot water unit is on (temperature digits are displayed in the digital monitor 3 ). If more than 
8  to pass on priority to your desired water 


controller. The "Controller Priority" indicator 5


water controller and that the hot water unit is ready to deliver hot water.


2. Select the desired temperature using the "Temperature Control" buttons 6  until the required temperature is 
displayed in the digital monitor 3 .


3. Press the "Preheat" button 1  once. The "Preheat" indicator 2  and the "In Use" indicator 7  will illuminate, 
signifying that the preheat system has been activated.


4. Wait for the "In Use" indicator 7
the water in the pipework has now been pre-warmed and is ready for delivery, and that a hot water tap can 
now be opened.


NOTE
For best results always wait for the "In Use" indicator 7  to go out before opening a hot water tap.


The preheat function is cancelled 5 minutes after activation and the "Preheat" indicator 2  will go 
out. This is to conserve energy. To reactivate, simply repeat steps 2-4 above.


If the "Preheat" button 1  is pressed and the 'Smartstart' preheat unit is not installed, the "Preheat" 
indicator 2  will still light however there will be no preheat function. The "Preheat" indicator 2  


heater.


function wait 30 seconds before activating the 'Preheat' function. Attempting to use the 'Preheat' 
function earlier will result in voice prompts being repeated until the system is reset. The system 


Water Controller Functions


Water controller functions such as temperature control and transfer of priority between multiple controllers are not 
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ERROR CODES


Code Description Remedy


-


 


 


NOTE In the majority of cases, you may be able to clear the Error Code simply by turning the hot water 


Error Code still remains, contact Rinnai for advice.


TROUBLE SHOOTING
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Troubleshooting Without Water Controllers


NOTE
installation errors or operation errors are NOT covered by the Rinnai warranty. Refer to separate 
warranty booklet for details.


SERVICE


NOTE


When making a service enquiry, having both the model and serial numbers available, will help our 


This information should have been copied to the "Installation Record" on page 30 by your 
installer, however if this is not the case, the information can also be found on the data plate  
located on the left hand side of the appliance.
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WARNING


MUST
ONLY.


Remove transit protection. Check for damage, if any is found DO NOT install and contact supplier.


REGULATIONS


This appliance must be installed in accordance with:


• Current AS/NZS 3000, AS/NZS 3500 and AS/NZS 5601


• Rinnai Installation Instructions


• Plumbing Code of Australia (PCA)


• Local regulations and municipal building codes including local OH&S requirements


APPLICABLE MODELS


the cover page of this manual.


APPLIANCE LOCATION


This appliance MUST BE


Rinnai for further information.


MUST BE provided adjacent to the appliance. For outdoor installations 
MUST BE MUST BE


This appliance MUST BE


Refer to AS/NZS 5601 Section 6 for details.


All appliances MUST BE


means of scissor or boom lifts or other approved safe access equipment that is acceptable to local authorities.


This appliance 


Models other than REU-VCM are suitable for installation locations up to 1000 metres above sea level and are  
suitable for alpine areas.


REU-VCM models are suitable for installation locations higher than 1000 metres above sea level such as alpine 
areas, refer to "Altitude Setting REU-VCM ONLY" on page 18 for further information.


Outdoor Models


This appliance is designed for ‘Outdoor’ Installation only. As such, it MUST BE located in an above ground open 


MUST BE


Indoor Models


This appliance is designed for ‘Indoor’ installation only. It may be installed ‘Outdoors’ in an enclosure if the 


GENERAL INSTALLATION INFORMATION
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MUST BE made for the safe disposal of any 


Rinnai internal models described in this manual MUST


This appliance MUST BE
FFWALLTERM or vertical (roof) FFROOFCOWL terminals are available for this purpose. The location of these 
terminals MUST BE


Mounting Of Appliance


MUST BE


section 6. Wooden plugs shall  be used.


Service Connection Points 


MUST BE  
MUST 


personal hygiene. Refer to "Hot Water Delivery Temperature" on page 18.


Pipe Sizing


MUST 


regulator MUST BE


Water Supply
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Altitude Setting REU-VCM ONLY


IMPORTANT


REU-VCM models are suitable for installation locations higher than 1000 metres above sea level 
such as alpine areas. To ensure proper appliance operation the installer MUST select one of the 
two available altitude ranges for the appliance these are:


'DEFAULT' suitable for installation locations that are from 0 to 900 metres 
above sea level.


'HIGH' suitable for installation locations that are from 901 to 1800 metres 
above sea level, as would be typical of installations located in alpine areas.


Refer to "Commissioning Instructions" located inside the appliance front 
cover for details.


OFF ON
DipSW1


6


OFF ON
DipSW2


6


Default


OFF ON
DipSW1


6


OFF ON
DipSW2


6


High


HOT WATER DELIVERY TEMPERATURE


WARNING


This appliance may deliver water at high temperature. Refer to the Plumbing Code of Australia 
(PCA), local requirements and installation instructions to determine if additional delivery 
temperature control is required.


Local regulations and or the requirements of AS/NZS 3500 MUST be addressed regarding the temperature 


areas may be limited to 50°C or less. To ensure these regulations and or requirements are met the system MUST 


WARNING


This appliance MUST


control is inadequate.


is 


IMPORTANT


If the appliance is to deliver water primarily for the purposes of personal hygiene in an early 
childhood centre, primary or secondary school, nursing home or a similar facility for the care of 


(TLD), such as a Tempering Valve may be required even if the appliance is set to 50º C or less. For 
these types of applications contact Rinnai. 


50º C


KITCHEN
Water controller


(optional)


Water controller
(optional)


Water controller
(optional)


Water controller
(optional)


LAUNDRY


BATHROOM 


ENSUITE


Diagram 1 : 50°C Appliance


KITCHEN


Water controller
(optional)


Water controller
(optional)


LAUNDRY BATHROOM 


Water controller
(optional)


Water controller
(optional)


ENSUITE


TLD


Diagram 2 : NOT a 50°C Appliance 


NOTE


Minimum length of pipe from hot outlet 
to nearest hot water tap 2 metres. NOTE


TLD = Temperature Limiting Device.
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APPLIANCE FLUE TERMINAL


Min. Clearances
(mm) 


For appliances up to 50 MJ/h input 200
For appliances over 50 MJ/h input 300


300* ecafrus rehto ro ynoclab a evoba ,dnuorg eht morFb
300* renroc lanretxe ro llaw nruter a tnorFc


d
From a gas meter (M) (see Note 5)
(see Clause 5.11.5.9 for vent terminal location of regulator)
(see Table 6.7 for New Zealand requirements) 


1000


e From an electricity meter  or fuse box (P) † (see Note 5) 500
epip lios ro epip niard a morFf


g Horizontally from any building structure* = or obstruction facing a terminal 500
h From any other flue terminal , cowl, or combustion air intake * 300


Appliances up to 150 MJ/h input * 300
Appliances over 150 MJ/h input up to 200 MJ/h input * 300
Appliances over 200 MJ/h input up to 250 MJ/h input * 500
Appliances over 250 MJ/h input  * 1500
All fan-assisted flue appliances, in the direction of discharge 1500


1000rewolb aps a gnidulcni ,telni ria lacinahcem a morFk


Space heaters up to 50 MJ/hr input
Other appliances up to 50 MJ/hr input 500
Appliances over 50 MJ/h input and up to 150 MJ/h input 1000
Appliances over 150 MJ/h input 1500


metI.feR


a
Below eaves, balconies and other projections:


FIGURE 6.2 (in-part)      LOCATION OF FLUE TERMINALS OF BALANCED FLUE,
ROOM-SEALED, FAN-ASSISTED OR OUTDOOR APPLIANCES


n


j


Horizontally from an openable window, door, non-mechanical air inlet, or any other opening into a
building with the exception of sub-floor ventilation: 


Vertically below an openable window, non-mechanical air inlet, or any other opening into a
building with the exception of sub-floor ventilation:


Where dimensions c, j or k cannot be achieved an equivalent horizontal distance measured
diagonally from the nearest discharge point of the terminal to the opening may be deemed by
the Technical Regulator to comply. 
See Clause 6.9.4 for restrictions on a flue terminal under a covered area.
See Figure J3 for clearances required from a flue terminal to an LP Gas cylinder.  A
flue terminal is considered to be a source of ignition.
For minimum clearances not addressed above acceptance should be obtained from the 
Technical Regulator.
Minimum clearances d and e also apply to any combustion air intake openings of appliances.


1


2
3


4


5


*   Unless appliance is certified for closer installation.
†  Prohibited area below electricity meter or fuse box extends to ground level. 


NOTES:


75


Fan
assisted


150


FLUEING
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Horizontal Obstructions


and obstruction facing the terminal. 


MUST ‘obstruct’ 
the full front cover height of the appliance (for appliance dimensions, refer to "Table 3. Appliance Dimensions - 


IMPORTANT


There MUST be NO partial obstructions to the front cover of the appliance or any other parts 
of the appliance casing. This will avoid the appliance failing to operate under windy conditions.


Sideways Flue Diverter - All models except REU-VCM


MUST also 


WARNING


CONTROL BOARD DIPSWITCH SETTING (NOT REU-VCM):


The installer MUST follow the Sideways Flue Diverter instructions of the "Commissioning Check 
List" provided on the front cover of the appliance and the "Commissioning Instructions" located 
in the inside the appliance front cover.


When delivered ex-factory ALL the 
switches of the control board dipswitch 
are set to OFF (left position).


the installer MUST set switches SW1 
and SW3 to ON (right position) ONLY.


Improper setting of the switches will cause the appliance to operate incorrectly.


Multiple Appliance Installations


of the same model are installed on the same vertical 


Under these conditions appliances can abut each other 


For appliance dimensions, refer to "Table 3. Appliance 


Universal Water Controller" on page 34.


500mm


MINIMUM OBSTRUCTION
HEIGHT IS TO BE NO LESS
THAN TOP OF APPLIANCE


SW1 (OFF)
SW2 (OFF)
SW3 (OFF)
SW4 (OFF) ON


DipSW


SW1 (ON)
SW2 (OFF)
SW3 (ON)
SW4 (OFF) ON


DipSW


Factory Default Sideways Flue Diverter
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INFINITY-i / HD-i INTERNAL MODELS - CO-AXIAL FLUE


IMPORTANT


Rinnai internal models described in this manual MUST


and violates regulations.


MUST be installed in accordance with the ‘Rinnai FFU Flue Installation 


accordance with the FFU Flue Installation Manual.


Basic methods of installation 


methods available, these are:


1 Direct Horizontal


2 Extended Horizontal


3 Vertical


4 Combined Vertical / Horizontal


Flue Length Dipswitches


IMPORTANT


Installations can consist of both horizontal and 
vertical runs.


MUST NOT exceed 15 


run MUST NOT exceed four, noting that each 


1  & 3 , where 
NOT exceed 7 metres, the 


2  & 4 , 


SW1 of both DipSW1 & DipSW2 are set to 'OFF'.


Refer to the 'Rinnai FFU Flue Installation Manual' 


Multiple Terminal Installations


The terminal clearances stated in AS/NZS 5601 do not apply 
 


they are installed side by side.


For all other appliance dimensions, refer to "Table 3. Appliance 


Controller" on page 34.


1 2


3


4


DipSW1


DipSW2


OFF ON


1
2


3
4


5
6


7
8


OFF ON


1
2


3
4


5
6


7
8


OFF ON


1
2


3
4


5
6


7
8


FF


FF


OFF ON


1
2


3
4


5
6


7
8


FF


FF


Short Flue Extended Flue


Short Flue Extended Flue


DipSW1


DipSW2


275


150
85


195


FFWALLTERM


Minimum
Clearance


500


FFWPLATE


FFROOFCOWL
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MUST


IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS FOR NEUTRALISER DRAIN PIPE


NOTE Lines’ has been used as a guide in preparing these considerations.


MUST BE


Length & Changes Of Direction
8 7


INSTALLATION METHOD


B


A


C
2°


D E


ARemove cap from condensate drain outlet


REU-E MODEL NEUTRALISER TANK & DRAIN
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Interconnection Of Condensate / Neutraliser Drain Lines


Common Stack Discharge


Tundish Drain Lines


Areas Subject To Freezing
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GENERAL INFORMATION


IMPORTANT


Other manufacturers water controllers are NOT compatible with Rinnai water heaters. Water 
controllers MUST NOT be used with any Solar Boost water heater. Rinnai water controllers 
brought in from other countries are not compatible with Rinnai appliances sold in Australia.


Regardless of water controller installation, all Rinnai water heaters must only be installed by an 
Authorised person.


Water controllers, transceivers and water heaters DO NOT contain user serviceable parts and 
must ONLY be serviced and repaired by an authorised person. 


Master / Sub Water Controllers & Associated Temperatures


Only one MC model water controller can be designated as the 'Master' water controller. This water controller is 


kitchen applications. Temperatures higher than 55°C are possible but usually unnecessary and will result in higher 
gas use and increase the risk of burns. 


Some additional conditions regarding Master Controller maximum temperatures apply when a wireless water 
controller is used as the 'Master' water controller. 


(i) Temperatures of 55°C or higher can only be selected on the controller designated as the 'Master' water 
controller if the transceiver 'Max Temp' is also programmed to 55°C or higher.


(ii) The temperature of hot water delivered is always limited to the maximum temperature programmed into the 
water heater itself. For example, if the transceiver maximum temperature is programmed to 55°C and the 
water heater is limited to 50°C, the maximum temperature that the water heater will deliver is 50°C. In this 
case 55°C will be displayed on the wireless Master Controller until a tap is opened after which the display will 
revert to 50°C.


IMPORTANT


The water heater maximum temperature cannot be adjusted by the user. These adjustments can 
ONLY


The remaining water controllers are designated 'sub' controllers and are for use in bathrooms, toilets and laundries. 
The temperature limit for all 'Sub' controllers is always 50°C to minimise the risk of burns in these areas. 


(Bathroom) water controllers. These labels are usually placed on the top back of the wireless water controller body.


Water Controllers Limitations


• For all models except REU-VCM2837FF/FFC a maximum of FOUR


IMPORTANT


As REU-VCM2837FF/FFC
THREE, with the built-in controller acting 


as a FOURTH controller.


• Only  master controller can be installed. This can be a deluxe kitchen (MC-100V), or any other MC 
model water controller (when programmed to be a 'Master' controller).


IMPORTANT
controller, this is the default setting and can NOT be changed.


• A up to a maximum of TWO BC-100V water controllers can be installed.


• The FOURTH water controller in any installation MUST BE a MC-601Q or a MC-503RC-S.


WATER CONTROLLER INSTALLATION
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Location


NOTE


• DO NOT install water controllers near a heat source, such as a cook top, stove or oven. Heat, 
steam, smoke and hot oil may cause damage. 


• DO NOT install water controllers outdoors unless protection from water / dust ingress and 
sunlight are provided.


• The water controller set as the MASTER water controller MUST NOT be installed in a 
bathroom.


• DO NOT install water controllers in direct sunlight.


• DO NOT install water controllers against a metal wall unless the wall is earthed in accordance 


• Water controllers MUST NOT be installed where chemicals such as benzene, alcohol, 
turpentine, hydrogen sulphide, ammonia, chlorine or other similar chemicals are in use.


The Water controller is a water resistant device, however excessive exposure to water may result 
in damage to the water controller. Durability is improved when positioned outside the shower 
recess.


• AVOID direct exposure to water or steam as these conditions may cause a malfunction.


• 


MUST BE installed at least 400 mm above the highest part of a sink, basin or bath.


• When cleaning your water controller use ONLY a damp cloth and a mild detergent.


For water controller dimensions refer to "Table 4. Appliance Dimensions - B Series & Universal 
Water Controller" on page 34. 


Communication Cables


Wired water controllers operate at an extra low voltage (12 Volts DC) which is supplied from the water heater, 
a 10 metre long communications cable is supplied for connection to the water heater.  Rinnai supplied 
communication cables may be used.


Optional longer per metre communication cabling Part No. 92078609 is available from Rinnai.


NOTE


The per metre communication cable does not come supplied with spade connectors, spade 
connectors are available from your local electrical component retailer.


Joining Communication Cables (REU-A / REU-AM)


A  so 
that there are only two sets of spade connectors (4 spade connectors in total) to be terminated (spade connectors 
are available from your local electrical component retailer).


Follow steps 1 through 5 of "Connecting Communication Cable(s) With 'Ezi connect' (REU-A / REU-AM)" on page 
26 to terminate the joined cable pairs to the water heater.


When
Terminating 
Three Cables


When
Terminating
Four CablesA


A


A
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Connecting Communication Cable(s) With 'Ezi connect' (REU-A / REU-AM) 


CAUTION


DO NOT attempt to connect cables to the 'Ezi connect' cable connector at the water heater 


components may occur. 


1. Isolate the electric power supply by switching 


plug of the water heater from the electric power 
socket.


2. Remove the retaining screw A  of the 'Ezi 
connect' cable connector at the base of the 
appliance.


3. Swing the 'Ezi connect' cable connector door 
open and thread the cable through the weather 
seal of the cable access hole B  in the direction 


the sheath of the cable can be secured with 
cable clamp C .


4. Loosen screw terminals D  & E  and connect 
the cable spade connectors to these terminals 
and re-tighten.


Polarity is not important, either wire colour can 
be connected to either terminal.


5. Return the 'Ezi connect' cable connector to 
the original position taking care not to damage 
cable wires in the process and replace the 
retaining screw A .


Connecting Communication Cables to Mini-Plug (REU-E & REU-VCM)


CAUTION


Installation MUST


DO NOT attempt to connect water controller cables to the mini-plug when it is plugged into the 


components may occur. 


Water controllers are connected to the PCB via a dedicated pre-wired mini-plug (supplied).


Use the supplied electrical cable connectors to terminate the water controller wires to those of the mini-plug. The 
existing spade connectors of the communication cables will need to be removed prior to termination. Controllers 
are not polarity sensitive, however to avoid confusion it is recommended that like coloured wires be terminated 
together.


A


C
E


D


B


Electrical Connectors 
(Supplied with Water Controllers)


Communications Cable
MC-100V, MC-503RC-M


Pre-wired Mini-Plug
(Supplied)


Communications Cable
MC-91Q, MC-601Q, BC-100V
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Connecting Communication Cables to PCB (REU-E & REU-VCM)


CAUTION


Installation MUST be completed 


person.


DO NOT attempt to connect mini-
plug or water controller cables 
to the water heater unless the 
electric power to the water heater is 


electrical components may occur. 


1. Isolate the electric power supply by 


the power plug of the water heater from 
the electric power socket.


2. Remove the front cover of the appliance.


3. Insert the mini-plug and the connected 
water controller cables through the cable 
access A  at the base of the appliance. 
Ensuring that the cable connectors are 
located inside the appliance for protection.


4. Locate the PCB B , (bottom right of 
appliance), and carefully rotate the plastic 
safety cover C  out of the way.


5. Locate the accessory port socket D  
(bottom front of the PCB).


6. Plug the mini-plug into the accessory port 
socket D  (the plug and socket are keyed 
so that they can only be plugged in the one 
direction).


7. Proceed with the water controller 
installation and connect the communication 
cables to controllers.


UNIVERSAL WATER CONTROLLER (MC-601Q) INSTALLATION


1. Determine the most suitable position, refer "Location" on page 25.


2. Mark and drill 3 holes (mounting and cable access) refer to page 34 for water controller dimensions. 


3. When running cable through the access hole ensure the connector end of the cable is located nearest to the 
water controller (Fig. 1).


4. Carefully remove the cover plates from the water controller, using a screw driver (Fig. 2).


5. Connect the cable to the water controller. Feed any excess cable lengths into the wall cavity to avoid the 
pinching of cables between the wall and the water controller.


6. 


7. 


D
B


C


B


A


A


R
E


U
-V


C
M


R
E


U
-E


REU-E PCB


REU-VCM PCB


DB REU-E shown, REU-VCM is similar.


Connector


Controller Cable


Screws


Film


Fig. 1 Fig. 2 Fig. 3 Fig. 4


Cover
Plates
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Additional Programming & Activation Requirements


QUESTION
?


IF NO: You have three (or fewer) water controllers, go to Question 2.


IF YES:
STEP 1:


(approximately 5 seconds).


STEP 2: Check that the display on ALL FOUR water controllers is lit and displaying a 


two dashes (see Fig. 2) repeat STEP 1.


This completes the activation procedure for the fourth water controller, you 
may ignore Question 2.


QUESTION
?


IF YES: No further action required..


IF NO: You will need to program the kitchen water controller to enable selection of 
temperatures higher than 50°C.


STEP 1:


(approximately 5 seconds).


STEP 2:
possible to select temperatures higher than 50°C. If not, repeat STEP 1.


NOTE


If the water controller in the kitchen is replaced, repeat STEP 1 for the replacement water 
controller.


If the water controller in the kitchen is swapped with another water controller (for example, the 
STEP 1 for the water controller moved from the 


kitchen to the bathroom. Then perform STEP 1 for the water controller moved from bathroom 
to the kitchen.


Fig. 1


Fig. 2


Fig. 3
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TESTING


1. 


2. 


3. 


4. 


IMPORTANT except REU-VCM" on page 20 for details.


5. 


6. 
ALL


ALL 


CAUTION


Ensure building occupants DO NOT have access to hot water outlets during this procedure. 


7. ALL


8. 


NOTE


The gas regulator on the appliance is electronically controlled and factory pre-set. Under normal 
circumstances it DOES NOT need adjustment during installation. 


9. 


11. 


12. 


13. 


DELIVERY TEMPERATURE


50°C Compliant Models


For All Other Models 


COMMISSIONING
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GAS PRESSURE SETTING 


DOES NOT
ONLY


NOTE


For all injector size and gas pressure values refer to the appliance data plate, located on the left 
hand side of the water heater. 


WIRING DIAGRAM


COMMISSIONING CHECK LIST


INSTALLATION RECORD


Installer Details


System Details


REU- 


* This information will need to be copied from the data plate, located on the left hand side of appliance.
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TABLE 1. SUPPLY, FLOW RATES, WEIGHTS & SERVICE CONNECTIONS


Water 


 


W
ei


gh
t


Hot


kPa kg


TABLE 2. MAXIMUM DELIVERY TEMPERATURES


(a) Factory "Pre-Set" Maximum delivery temperature (°C)


(b) Can the Factory "Pre-Set" Maximum delivery temperature be changed by an authorised person?


No No No No No No No No No No No No No


SPECIFICATIONS
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TABLE 3. APPLIANCE DIMENSIONS - INFINITY, ENVIRO, INFINITY-i & HD


 


A Width


B


Height Unit


E
Hot water outlet 


87 87 87 87 87 96


F


G 68 68 68 68 68


H


I 77 77 77 77 77


89 89 89


K


N 68 68


P
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M


M


B


B


M


B


DC


A


E


HD-e Series (External)


DC


A


E


F J
H


IG


Infinity Series Infinity Enviro Series


DC


A


E


F J
H


I G


L


K


B


M


DC


A


E


F J
H


IG


F J
H


IG


Infinty-i / HD-i Series (Internal)


N
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TABLE 4. APPLIANCE DIMENSIONS - B SERIES & UNIVERSAL WATER CONTROLLER


 


A Width


B


Height Unit


E
Hot water outlet 


87 87 87


F


G 68 68 68


H


I 77 77 77


K


N


P


M


B


DC


A


E


F J
H


IG


Universal Water Controller - MC-601Q


A


B


C


Drawings are not to scale


P


O


B Series
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TABLE 5. OTHER ACCESSORIES


www.rinnai.com.au.


Pipe 
Cover


heater and are designed to conceal pipes and valves.


Pipe covers may also be joined to one another to conceal longer 


REU Series Pipe Cover


REU-AM PCD01


REU-E PCD08


REU-A PC11D


Security 
Cage and damage.


All Models


CAGE01


Security All Models


SECBKT


Flue 
Diverter * 


REU Series Diverter


REU-AM SFD-01


REU-E SFD-04


REU-A SFD-01/02/03 *


Smart Box 
**


Recess Box 
**


Recess boxes are also suitable for painting.


** 
Water 


Controllers available. 
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Rinnai FFU (Aluminium) Flue Systems


Flue Installation Manual


To Suit Rinnai Water Heater Models
Infinity 26i  (REU-VR2632FFUG)
  (REU-VRM2632FFUG)
HD200i  (REU-VRM2632FFUC)
Infinity 28i  (REU-VCM2837FF)
HD28i  (REU-VCM2837FFC)


The flue components described within these instructions are 
ONLY suitable for use with the model(s) that is listed above.


They are NOT suitable, nor are they approved for use with any 
other Rinnai flued water heaters.
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IMPORTANT


Before proceeding with the installation of an FFU coaxial flue system, read this manual thoroughly 
to gain a full understanding of the installation requirements.


All Rinnai gas products 
sold in Australia are 


A.G.A. certified.


This appliance must be installed in accordance with:


• Manufacturer’s Installation Instructions


• Current AS/NZS 3000, AS/NZS 3500 & AS/NZS 5601


• Plumbing Code of Australia (PCA)


• Local Regulations and Municipal Building Codes
including local OH&S requirements


This appliance must be installed, maintained and removed 
by an Authorised Person.


For continued safety of this appliance it must be installed 
and maintained in accordance with the manufacturer’s 
instructions.
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WARNING


BEFORE USING INSTALLING FLUE COMPONENTS


Before proceeding with the installation of an FFU coaxial flue system, read this manual thoroughly 
to gain a full understanding of the installation requirements.


Always comply with the following precautions to avoid dangerous situations and to ensure 
optimum performance.


Failure to carefully read and follow all instructions in this manual can result in equipment 
malfunction, property damage, personal injury and/or death.


DANGER:  Indicates an imminently hazardous situation which, if not avoided, will result in 
personal injury or death.


WARNINGS:  Indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in 
personal injury or death.


CAUTIONS:  Indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in 
minor or moderate injury or damage to the appliance. It may also be used to alert against unsafe 
practices.


WARNING


REGULATORY INFORMATION


Your Rinnai gas continuous flow water heater flue has been certified by the Australian Gas 
Association. The A.G.A. Certification Number is shown on the data plate.


These flueing components MUST be installed in accordance with:


• Current AS/NZS 3500 and AS/NZS 5601


• The installation MUST comply with all relevant instructions supplied by Rinnai.


• Service and removal MUST be carried out by an authorised person.


• Local regulations and municipal building codes including local OH&S requirements


Flue components MUST be installed correctly by an appropriately licensed tradesperson. The 
installation of gas, water, and electricity must conform to local regulations.


All dimensions referred to in these instructions are in millimetres, unless otherwise specified.


These instructions ONLY apply to the Rinnai FFU water heater coaxial flueing system. This flue 
system utilises pipe components with a aluminium inner pipe and a white plastic outer pipe.


These instructions DO NOT apply to older Rinnai water heater flueing that has either a stainless 
steel single skin or stainless steel coaxial construction. If in doubt contact Rinnai. 


Before commencing installation, please read the 'Installation Instructions - General', located 
inside a pouch behind the front cover of all Rinnai water heater models. The Rinnai internal 
water heater range must only be installed with Rinnai water heater flueing as referred to in these 
instructions.


Appliances are certified to be installed side by side as shown on page 6. Refer to the operation 
and installation manual provided with the appliance for clearance details pertaining to single 
appliance installations. 


A Rinnai internal continuous flow water heater fitted with an FFU flue system is room sealed as 
defined in AS/NZS 5601. No ventilation in the space where the water heater is installed is required.


The outer plastic section of the coaxial flue complies with temperature hazard requirements and 
can be installed with zero clearance to combustible material.


Notice to Victorian Consumers


The appliance and flue components MUST be installed by a person licensed with the Victorian 
Building Authority. ONLY a licensed person will have insurance protecting their workmanship. 
So make sure you use a licensed person to install this appliance and ask for your Compliance 
Certificate.


For further information contact the Victorian Building Authority on 1300 815 127.


WARNINGS & IMPORTANT INFORMATION
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CUTTING THE FLUE COMPONENTS


Using the dimensions shown on page 10, calculate 
the required number and type of flue components that 
are needed to reach from the water heater to the flue 
terminal. 


When cutting components the outer flue pipe should be 
cut to the required length plus 37mm and the inner flue 
pipe should be cut to the required length plus 47mm, 
this will ensure that the correct penetration is provided 
for joining of components.


When inner and outer pipes are re-assembled after 
cutting the inner pipe should extend 10mm beyond the 
end of the outer pipe. See Fig. 1.


IMPORTANT


Cutting flue components can create sharp edges, care must be taken to avoid injury, use a file to 
remove debris, burrs and sharp edges from cut ends.


Ends that are left unfinished can damage the flue seals and result in the flue components no 
longer being air or weather tight.


The ONLY COMPONENTS that can be cut are as follows:  FFPIPE1000, FFROOFCOWL and 
FFWALLTERM.


Ensure all ends are cut square (the use of a mitre box will ensure a clean square cut).


LUBRICATING COMPONENTS


A container of "O" ring grease is provided. To ease assembly, lubricate the “O” rings of the inner pipes of each flue 
component prior to assembly.


IMPORTANT


Use only a silicone based "O" ring seal lubricant. DO NOT use petroleum based lubricants such 
as petroleum jelly, as such products may cause deterioration.


APPLIANCE SPIGOT DIMENSIONS & CENTRES
When viewed from the front, the flue spigot is aligned 
with the centreline of the appliance.


The wall mounting brackets are adjustable by 50mm, 
with the minimum setting being 10mm, as such when 
adjusted the spigot centre relative to the wall mounting 
surface will also change.


For the minimum and maximum position of the spigot 
centre relative to the wall mounting surface for each 
model covered in this manual "dimension (B) " refer to 
the table below.


Fig. 2


(A) Flue spigot centreline from edge of applinance
(B) Flue spigot centreline from wall


(A) (B)


Model Dimension (A)
Dimension (B)


Minimum Maximum


Infinity 26i (REU-VR2632FFUG / REU-VRM2632FFUG)
175 95 135


HD200i (REU-VRM2632FFUC)


Infinity 28i (REU-VCM2837FF)
179 105 139


HD28i (REU-VCM2837FFC)


Fig. 1


x


x + 10 mm


ALUMINIUM
(INNER)


10 mm


37 mm


47 mm


x


WHITE
PLASTIC
(OUTER)


When cutting 
flue components 
ONLY the male
end is to be cut!


WARNINGS & IMPORTANT INFORMATION
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FLUE LENGTH, BENDS & APPLIANCE SETTINGS


IMPORTANT


Installations can consist of both horizontal and 
vertical runs.


The maximum flue length MUST NOT exceed 15 
metres the total number of 90° bends in any flue 
run MUST NOT exceed four, noting that each 
90° bend is equivalent to 2 metres of flue.


Flue Length Dipswitches - REU-VR / VRM


IMPORTANT


Short flue: Installations where the total flue does 
NOT exceed 1.5 metres, the SW1 of DipSW1 is 
set to 'ON'.


Extended flue: Installation where the total flue 
length exceeds 1.5 metres, the SW1 of DipSW1 is 
set to 'OFF'.


Flue Length Dipswitches - REU-VCM


IMPORTANT


Short flue: Installations where the total flue does 
NOT exceed 7 metres (refer to table below), the 
SW1 of both DipSW1 & dipSW2 are set to 'ON'.


Extended flue: Installation where the total flue 
length exceeds 7 metres (refer to table below), the 
SW1 of both DipSW1 & DipSW2 are set to 'OFF'.


Short Flue
Extended Flue


Maximum flue length in metres


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15


Number of 
90° Bends


0


1


2


3 Not Permitted


4


FLUE TERMINALS


WARNING


The flue gases can reach high temperatures. The 
flue terminal is to terminate in a location NOT 
to cause a nuisance, in accordance with AS/NZS 
5601.


Ensure the flue is fully supported independently 
of the appliance by use of suitable clips or 
brackets, in accordance with AS/NZS 5601.


Appropriate standoff brackets are supplied with 
each FFROOFCOWL and FFPIPE1000.


Multiple Terminal Installations


The terminal clearances stated in AS/NZS 5601 do not apply 
to the Rinnai internal gas continuous flow water heaters when 
they are installed side by side.


AGA certification allows for a minimum horizontal separation of 
85mm for roof terminals and 195mm for wall terminals. 


Dipswitches
DipSW2


DipSW1


DipSW1


OFF ON 1
2


3
4


5
6


7
8


OFF ON 1
2


3
4


5
6


7
8


Short Flue Extended Flue


DipSW1


DipSW2


OFF ON 1
2


3
4


5
6


7
8


OFF ON 1
2


3
4


5
6


7
8


OFF ON 1
2


3
4


5
6


7
8


FF


FF


OFF ON 1
2


3
4


5
6


7
8


FF


FF


Short Flue Extended Flue


Short Flue Extended Flue


DipSW1


DipSW2


Fig. 3


REU-VR/VRM


REU-VCM


275


150
85


195


275 FFWALLTERM


Minimum
Clearance


500


FFWPLATE


FFROOFCOWL
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FFU FLUEING OPTIONS


A Direct Horizontal Flue


A horizontal flue installation that consists of a starter bend (FFSBEND) and a wall terminal (FFWALLTERM) 
only. For installations where the internal continuous flow unit is mounted directly on the inside of an external 
wall with a maximum thickness of 570mm (with wall bracket set to 45mm).


Refer "Direct Horizontal Flue" on page 8 for details of this installation method.


B Extended Horizontal Flue


A horizontal flue installation that consists of a starter bend (FFSBEND), flue pipe(s) (FFPIPE1000) and a 
wall terminal (FFWALLTERM). 


This type of installation is base on that of the Direct Horizontal Flue A, with the difference being that 
additional pipes and bends are used to reach the location of the wall terminal.


The maximum flue length MUST NOT exceed 15 metres the total number of 90° bends in any flue run 
MUST NOT exceed three, noting that each 90° bend is equivalent to 2 metres of flue.


Refer "Extended Horizontal Flue" on page 9 for details of this installation method.


C Vertical Flue


A vertical installation that consists of flue pipe(s) (FFPIPE1000) and a roof terminal (FFROOFCOWL). For 
installations where the water heater is flued vertically through the roof.


The maximum flue length MUST NOT exceed 15 metres the total.


Refer "Vertical Flue" on page 9 for details of this installation method.


D Combined Vertical And Horizontal Flue


A combination of the methods used in options B and C and can be terminated with either a roof terminal 
(FFROOFCOWL) or a wall terminal.


The maximum flue length MUST NOT exceed 15 metres the total number of 90° bends in any flue run 
MUST NOT exceed three, noting that each 90° bend is equivalent to 2 metres of flue.


Refer "Combined Vertical & Horizontal Flue" on page 9 for details of this installation method.


A
B


DC


Fig. 5


INSTALLATION METHODS
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COMMON INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS


IMPORTANT


All horizontal flue is to be installed with a 2° fall towards the water heater.


Refer to "Flue Length, Bends & Appliance Settings" on page 6 for flue run length limitations.


All external joints of the PVC pipe MUST be glued with approved PVC cement to prevent water 
entering the flue.


Ensure there is enough space to install the water heater, flue assembly and pipework and that the 
positioning of the flue terminal complies with the requirements of AS/NZS 5601 (see page 12).


Refer to "Appliance Spigot Dimensions & Centres" on page 5 when creating access holes 
through walls, floors and ceilings for flue pipe components.


Where the flue length is less than 1.5 metres, the "Drain Tube Cap" MUST remain fitted.


Vertical Flues, Combined Flues or flue installations where the length exceeds 1.5 metres, MUST 
be fitted with a condensate drain.


DIRECT HORIZONTAL FLUE


The Direct Horizontal Flue option (Fig. 7) is used for flueing directly through an external wall and consists of a 
starter bend (FFSBEND) and a wall terminal (FFWALLTERM).


Installation Method


1. Mount the water heater in an appropriate location. 


2. Using the dimensions provided in Fig. 7, mark a 
point along the appliance centreline 160mm from 
the top of the water heater. This mark forms the 
centre for the 127mm diameter wall penetration.


3. When installing the FFSBEND directly backwards 
from the appliance it is necessary to extend the 
adjustable mounting brackets of the water heater 
to a minimum of 45mm to allow for the flue 
component radius 


4. Make a 127mm wall penetration for the flue. 
Ensure that the flue spigot is covered to avoid 
debris entering the appliance flue connection.


IMPORTANT


If an accurate wall penetration is made 
then the FFSBEND will cover the hole 
and an internal wall plate will not be 
necessary. 


5. Measure the required length for the horizontal 
terminal to penetrate the wall and allow an extra 
10mm protrusion from the wall outer surface as 
shown in Fig. 8. See the section "Cutting The Flue 
Components" on page 5 for correct cutting 
requirements.


6. Connect the FFWALLTERM to FFSBEND 
(ensuring components are pushed 'fully home') 
and fit associated wall plates/seals as required.


7. To prevent rain water from entering the flue 
terminal ensure the required 2° fall to outside is 
achieved (Fig.6).


8. Connect the terminal pipe to starter bend (ensuring 
components are pushed 'fully home').


9. For a this type of installation ensure the drain tube 
cap remains fitted in place (Fig. 8).


Fig. 8


Fig. 6


Fig. 7


127mm Hole


FFWALLTERM


FFWALLTERM


FFSBEND


45 minimum


FFSBEND


127mm Hole


FFWPLATE


FFWPLATE or
FFWSEAL (Optional)FFWPLATE or


FFWSEAL (Optional)


FFWPLATE


2° fall to
terminal2° fall to


terminal


DrainTube Cap


DrainTube Cap


5


160
Min
45


130Ø127 Wall penetration


FFSBEND


Drain Tube Cap 


10
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EXTENDED HORIZONTAL FLUE


The Extended Horizontal Flue option (Fig. 9) is used when the water heater is mounted on an internal wall and 
flueing needs to extend horizontally to exit an external wall. Use ONLY FFU components to extend installations.


Installation Method


1. Follow the installation method as described for 
the "Direct Horizontal Flue" on page 8.


2. Use FFPIPE1000 and FFBEND90 / FFBEND45 
components to extend the installation horizontally 
as required.


3. If the flue length exceeds 1.5 metres connect a 
condensate drain (go to "Condensate Drain" on 
page 10 for connection details).


VERTICAL FLUE


The Vertical Flue option (Fig. 12) is used for flueing vertically through the roof and FFROOFCOWL and FFPIPE1000 
MUST be used for this purpose. Components included with FFROOFCOWL are: terminal pipe, 2x UV protectors 
and 1x pipe clip. Components included with FFPIPE1000 are: flue pipe, 1x pipe clip.


Installation Method


1. Mount the water heater in an appropriate location. 


2. Set plumb bob from the centre of the heater flue 
outlet to ceiling marking position. Cut 127mm hole 
in plasterboard (or a suitable 'oval' for pitched roof 
applications). Repeat this step for underside of 
roofing.


3. Calculate the required number and combination 
of FFPIPE1000 lengths and cut to size as 
required, see Fig.1, in section "Cutting The Flue 
Components" on page 5.


4. Install decktite roof seal (Not supplied).


5. Ensure the flue is fully supported independently 
of the appliance, by the use of suitable clips or 
brackets, in accordance with AS/NZS 5601. 
Appropriate standoff brackets are supplied 
with each FFROOFCOWL and FFPIPE1000 
component.


6. Ensure that the appliance can be removed without 
causing movement or displacement of the flue, in 
accordance with AS/NZS 5601.


7. All joints of the PVC pipe MUST be glued with 
approved PVC cement to prevent water entering 
the flue.


8. Connect condensate drain (go to "Condensate 
Drain" on page 10 for connection details).


COMBINED VERTICAL & HORIZONTAL FLUE


The Combined Vertical & Horizontal Flue option (Fig. 11) allows the water heater to be installed virtually anywhere 
using a wall (FFWALLTERM) or roof (FFROOFCOWL) terminal. Extension pieces (FFPIPE1000, FFSBEND and 
FFBEND) can be mounted horizontally or vertically as required.


Installation Method


1. Using a combination of the installation procedures covered in the “EXTENDED HORIZONTAL FLUE” on 
page 6 and "Vertical Flue" on page 9, determine and install the required components.


FFWALLTERM
FFSBEND FFPIPE1000


2° fall to
terminal


Fig. 9


Drain Tube Cap / Condensate 
drain discharge outlet when 
required. 


Fig. 10


Fig. 11


Drain Tube
(See Page 10)


U P


FFROOFCOWL


FFPIPE1000


FFPIPE1000


Flue pipe clip
supplied with
FFPIPE1000


FFWSEAL


Minimum
Clearance
500 mm


Decktite or lead
collar flushing


Flue pipe clip
supplied with
FFPIPE1000


Flue pipe clip
supplied with
FFROOFCOWL


Drain Tube
(See Page 10)


Flue pipe clip
supplied with
FFROOFCOWL


Minimum
Clearance
500 mm


FFROOFCOWL


Decktite or lead
collar flushing


FFPIPE1000


FFBEND


FFPIPE1000


FFWSEAL


2° fall
to trap


Flue pipe clip
supplied with
FFPIPE1000


U P


FFWALLTERM


FFPIPE1000
2° fall to
Terminal


U
P


U P


FFBEND


FFPIPE1000 FFPIPE1000


FFBEND


Flue pipe clip supplied with FFPIPE1000


FFSBEND
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CONDENSATE DRAIN


The condensate trap and associated drain connection are integral with the appliance flue spigot. The condensate 
trap collects any condensate from the flue system, thereby preventing condensate from entering the water heater 
and causing damage.


A condensate drain tube kit is supplied with the terminals (FFWALLTERM and FFROOFCOWL) and will require 
connection to the condensate drain connection in flue systems where the total length exceeds 1.5 metres and 
condensate cannot be drained via the flue terminal. Usually, the condensate drain tube requires connection in 
‘vertical flue’ and ‘combined vertical & horizontal flue’ systems and does not require connection in ‘direct horizontal’ 
and ‘extended horizontal’ flue systems.


IMPORTANT


If the condensate drain tube is not required to be connected it is important to 
keep the drain tube cap in place on the appliance flue spigot. It is ONLY to be 
removed if the condensate drain tube is connected (Fig. 12)


Appliances MUST NOT be operated with the drain tube cap removed and with 
no condensate drain tube connected.


Drain Tube Cap 


Fig. 12


As the condensate is a by-product of gas combustion it is mildly acidic. For this reason For this reason copper tube 
and fittings MUST NOT be used as it will corrode. Instead, Rinnai recommend plastic pipes and fittings such as 
Unplasticised Polyvinyl Chloride (UPVC) or Polyethylene (PE) which is commonly used for irrigation piping.


Important Considerations For Condensate Drain Pipe


NOTE


The content of AS/NZS 3500 ‘Temperature / Pressure Relief and Expansion Control Valve Drain 
Lines’ has been used as a guide in preparing these considerations.


A Flue spigot with integral condensate trap. Water heater drain outlet connection is 16mm.


B Aluminium condensate drain tube. (Supplied with flue terminals FFWALLTERM or FFROOFCOWL).


C Silicone connection tube and retaining clips. (Supplied with flue terminals FFWALLTERM or FFROOFCOWL).


D Continuous fall (of at least 2°) from water heater to discharge point. Lengths and bends in accordance with 
"Table 2. Drainage lengths & changes of direction" on page 11


E 16 mm UPVC conduit to terminate in accordance with G.


F Drainage tube to be sealed to conduit with approved silicone.


G Suitable points of discharge are deemed to be drains, sewers or pits. DO NOT discharge onto electrical 
connections, earth stakes, copper pipes, concrete paths or into a pond.


2° fall


Fig. 13


A


B
C


E


D


GA B C


A B C


F
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Length & Changes Of Direction


Maximum length and changes of direction greater than 
45° for the drainage pipe to be in accordance with that 
described in the Table 2.


Installation Method


(a) The drain line MUST NOT discharge onto electrical connections, earth stakes, copper pipes, concrete paths 
or into a pond.


(b) The point of discharge from each drain line shall be located so that the release of condensate does not cause 
a nuisance, is readily discernible and incurs no risk of damage to the building.


In view of (a) and (b), suitable points of discharge are deemed to be drains, sewers or pits.


(c) There shall be no tap, valve or other restrictions in any line.


(d) Each line shall fall continuously from the valve to the approved point of discharge.


(e) Drain lines shall not discharge into a storage water heater safe tray.


(f) The end of the condensate drain line shall be:


(i) not lower than 200 mm or higher than 300 mm above an unpaved surface; or


(ii) not lower than 75 mm or higher than 300 mm above a gravel pit not less than 100 mm in diameter in a 
paved surface.


(g) Where discharging over a tundish or gully trap, drain lines shall have an air gap of a size at least twice the 
diameter of the drain line.


Interconnection Of Condensate Drain Lines


Condensate drain lines from multiple water heaters may be joined together provided they conform with the 
requirements of the above sections.


Common Stack Discharge


Where individual water heaters are installed in a multi-storey building, the condensate drain lines may discharge 
into a common stack, subject to the following:


(a) The discharge from the common stack is to a tundish, having a discharge line, that is not less than the size 
of the common stack, directly connected to a fixture trap, and installed in connection with any adjacent soil 
or waste stack.


(b) The discharge point of the common stack is such that any discharge is readily visible and not cause any 
nuisance.


(c) The common stack is vented by extending the pipe upwards, above the roof level.


Tundish Drain Lines


The drain line from any tundish shall be not less than DN 20 or less than one size larger than that of the largest 
drain line discharging into the tundish. Tundish drain lines shall comply with the requirements of the "Installation 
Method" on page 11.


Areas Subject To Freezing


In areas where water pipes are prone to freezing, the drain pipe from any valve shall be insulated and not exceed 
300 mm in length. It shall discharge into a tundish through an air gap of not less than 75 mm and not more than 
150 mm measured from the outlet of the drain pipe to the rim of the tundish.


Table 2. Drainage lengths & changes of direction
Max length (Metres) 9 8 7 6


Max changes of direction >45° 3 4 5 6


INSTALLATION METHODS
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FLUE TERMINAL CLEARANCES


Horizontal Terminal Clearances (Extract from AS/NZS 5601)


Min. Clearances
(mm) 


For appliances up to 50 MJ/h input 200
For appliances over 50 MJ/h input 300


300* ecafrus rehto ro ynoclab a evoba ,dnuorg eht morFb
300* renroc lanretxe ro llaw nruter a tnorFc


d
From a gas meter (M) (see Note 5)
(see Clause 5.11.5.9 for vent terminal location of regulator)
(see Table 6.7 for New Zealand requirements) 


1000


e From an electricity meter  or fuse box (P) † (see Note 5) 500
epip lios ro epip niard a morFf


g Horizontally from any building structure* = or obstruction facing a terminal 500
h From any other flue terminal , cowl, or combustion air intake * 300


Appliances up to 150 MJ/h input * 300
Appliances over 150 MJ/h input up to 200 MJ/h input * 300
Appliances over 200 MJ/h input up to 250 MJ/h input * 500
Appliances over 250 MJ/h input  * 1500
All fan-assisted flue appliances, in the direction of discharge 1500


1000rewolb aps a gnidulcni ,telni ria lacinahcem a morFk


Space heaters up to 50 MJ/hr input
Other appliances up to 50 MJ/hr input 500
Appliances over 50 MJ/h input and up to 150 MJ/h input 1000
Appliances over 150 MJ/h input 1500


metI.feR


a
Below eaves, balconies and other projections:


FIGURE 6.2 (in-part)      LOCATION OF FLUE TERMINALS OF BALANCED FLUE,
ROOM-SEALED, FAN-ASSISTED OR OUTDOOR APPLIANCES


n


j


Horizontally from an openable window, door, non-mechanical air inlet, or any other opening into a
building with the exception of sub-floor ventilation: 


Vertically below an openable window, non-mechanical air inlet, or any other opening into a
building with the exception of sub-floor ventilation:


Where dimensions c, j or k cannot be achieved an equivalent horizontal distance measured
diagonally from the nearest discharge point of the terminal to the opening may be deemed by
the Technical Regulator to comply. 
See Clause 6.9.4 for restrictions on a flue terminal under a covered area.
See Figure J3 for clearances required from a flue terminal to an LP Gas cylinder.  A
flue terminal is considered to be a source of ignition.
For minimum clearances not addressed above acceptance should be obtained from the 
Technical Regulator.
Minimum clearances d and e also apply to any combustion air intake openings of appliances.


1


2
3


4


5


*   Unless appliance is certified for closer installation.
†  Prohibited area below electricity meter or fuse box extends to ground level. 
NOTES:


75


Shading indicates prohibited
area for f lue terminals


LEGEND:


I   = Mechanical air inlet
S  = Structure


M  = Gas meter
T   = Flue terminal


P   = Electr ic ity meter or fuse box
Z   = Fan-assisted appliance only


Direct ion of
discharge


See Note 1
See Note 1


Opening into
a bui lding
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assisted
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INSTALLATION METHODS
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FLUE COMPONENT DIMENSIONS


FFBEND
(2x 45° Bends)


FFWSEAL


22
5125


Thickness 1mm


FFROOFCOWL
Includes:
Drain tube
Silcone lubricant
Wall bracket


(As a 90° OFFSET)


85 16
6


66


15 80


516564.5


FFSBEND


5
15 80


85 11
4


13064.5


66


DESCRIPTION CODE NUMBER BAR CODE NUMBER
Starter Bend FFSBEND 9314109158311


Flue Pipe 1000mm length FFPIPE1000 9314109107061
Horizontal Flue Terminal FFWALLTERM 9314109107685


Vertical Flue Terminal FFROOFCOWL 9314109107678
Ceiling Ring FFWSEAL 9314109107722
Wall Plate FFWPLATE 9314109107715


615 8515
FFWALLTERM
Includes:
Drain tube
Silcone lubricant


12
5 80


76
5


29
0


15


125


80


10
60


FFPIPE1000
Includes:
Wall bracket


U
P


975 515


12
5 80 85


(As a 45° OFFSET)


5
17


6


15
80


92
85


Universal 45/90 Degree Bend FFBEND 9314109143058


FFWPLATE


20
0127


Thickness 1mm


20


20


Ø6 x 4


SPECIFICATIONS
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Rinnai Australia Pty Ltd
ABN 74 005 138 769   |   AU45204 


100 Atlantic Drive, Keysborough, Victoria 3173
P.O. Box 460, Braeside, Victoria 3195
Tel:  (03) 9271 6625
Fax:  (03) 9271 6622


National Help Line
Tel:  1300 555 545*     Fax: 1300 555 655
Monday to Friday, 8.00 am to 5.00 pm EST.


After Hours Hot Water Service Line
Tel: 1800 000 340*


*Cost of a local call higher from mobile or public phones.


For further information visit www.rinnai.com.au
or email enquiry@rinnai.com.au


Rinnai has a Service and Spare Parts network with 
personnel who are fully trained and equipped to give 
the best service on your Rinnai appliance. If your 
appliance requires service, please call our National 
Help Line. Rinnai recommends that commercial 
appliances be serviced every 1 year and that
domestic  appliances be serviced every 3 years.


With our policy of continuous improvement, we 
reserve the right to change, or discontinue at any time, 
specifications or designs without notice.
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Rinnai Gas Continuous Flow Water Heater  
Product Warranty


Warranty Terms


The benefits to the consumer given by this warranty are in addition to all other rights 
and remedies of the consumer under a law in relation to the goods or services to 
which the warrant relates. 


Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian 
Consumer Law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and for  
compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are also 
entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable 
quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure.


Given installation and application is in accordance with the manufacturer’s 
specifications and instructions as published at the date of installation, Rinnai will 
repair or replace goods free of charge  in the event of defects arising from faulty 
materials and/or workmanship in accordance with the Warranty Terms in Table 1, 
Definitions, Warranty Conditions and Exclusions stated in this document.


Rinnai is responsible for reasonable costs associated with legitimate warranty claims, 
including call-out of an authorised Rinnai service provider to inspect the faulty product. 
Rinnai is not responsible for:


(a) costs for tradespeople that are not authorised Rinnai service providers; or


(b) any costs, including call-out costs for an authorised Rinnai service provider, 
associated with a product which is determined upon inspection not to be covered 
by this warranty.


The consumer will be reimbursed by Rinnai for any reasonable costs associated with 
making a legitimate warranty claim against Rinnai which are not otherwise specified 
above.


Enquiries relating to Warranty claims for Rinnai products or services must be made by 
contacting Rinnai Australia. Contact details are on the back of this document.
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TABLE 1 - GAS CONTINUOUS FLOW & INSTANTANEOUS  
WATER HEATERS


Gas Continuous Flow/Instantaneous Water Heaters


Product Group Heat Exchanger All Other Components Labour


Do
m


es
tic


 U
se


Infinity Models(3) 12 Years or Extended 
25 Year Option(1) 3 Years(2) 3 Years(2)


Infinity Enviro Models(3) 12 Years or Extended  
25 Year Option(1) 3 Years(2) 3 Years(2) 


Builders Models(3) 10 Years or Extended 
15 Year Option(1) 3 Years(2) 3 Years(2)


HD Models(3) 12 Years 5 Years 5 Years 


Flowmaster 10 
Instantaneous(3)(5) 10 Years 3 Years 3 Years


Co
m


m
er


ci
al


 U
se Infinity Models(3) 1 Year 1 Year 1 Year


Infinity Enviro Models(3) 1 Year 1 Year 1 Year


HD Models(3) 5 Years(6) 3 Years(6) 3 Years(6)


Flowmaster 10 
Instantaneous(3)(5) 1 Year 1 Year 1 Year


Accessories


Do
m


es
tic


 U
se SmartStart® Water Saver (REU-CUG1) 3 Years 3 Years


Water Controllers 3 Years 3 Years


All other Accessories(4) 1 Year 1 Year


Co
m


m
er


ci
al


 U
se SmartStart® Water Saver (REU-CUG1) 1 Year 1 Year


Water Controllers 1 Year 1 Year


All other Accessories(4) 1 Year 1 Year


(1) See terms and conditions for Extended Warranty Option.
(2) Five years if two or more controllers are installed in domestic applications. 
(3) The models in this table are unsuitable for solar hot water applications. Any failure or service issue when 
installed in a solar hot water application is not covered by warranty. Exceptions to this are HD models for Rinnai 
Demand Duo commercial applications using solar boosting and models in this table converted by Rinnai 
specifically for solar applications and for use in Rinnai solar hot water systems. See Conditions and Exclusions 
for more details. 
(4) Accessories include pipe covers, recess boxes, security brackets, flue diverters and coaxial flueing. 
(5) These models must not be installed in areas where the temperature remains below 0°C for extended 
periods. Frost failures are not covered by warranty.
(6) One year on heat exchanger including parts and labour when pre-set to 85 or 95°C.
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Definitions


Domestic Use:


The warranty periods that are allocated under “Domestic Use” are based on hot water 
usage patterns of a typical family. 


Rinnai “Domestic Use” warranty periods apply to:


1. Water heaters installed to supply heated water to domestic dwellings.


2. Water heaters installed to supply heated water to commercial installations such as 
motel units, hotel rooms, caravans, mobile homes, nursing homes, retirement 
village complexes and other care institutions and like accommodation provided that 
maximum delivery temperatures do not exceed 65ºC and that the hot water systems 
are not installed as component(s) of centralised bulk hot water systems and the 
installation does not incorporate building flow and return systems (not including 
Smartstart®).


Commercial Use:


The warranty periods that are allocated under “Commercial Use” are for applications 
other than domestic use and include premises such as commercial and industrial 
buildings, cafes, caravan parks and sporting complexes, but not limited to these.


Rinnai “Commercial Use” warranty applies to:


1. Water heater(s) supplying central shower blocks.


2. Water heater(s) supplying kitchens used for the bulk preparation of food.


3. Water heater(s) delivery temperatures pre-set to exceed 65°C. 


4. Water heater(s) used in commercial or industrial heating processes.


5. Water heater(s) used in hydronic space heating installations.


6. Any application that uses Rinnai water heater(s) in conjunction with building flow 
and return systems (not including Smartstart®).


7. Water heater(s) installed as component(s) of centralised bulk hot water system(s).
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Warranty Conditions


1. Warranty and the extended warranty applies to products which are manufactured 
on or after the date of publication of this warranty but before the next date of  
publication of this warranty.


2. All terms of this warranty are effective from date of completion of installation of the 
appliance(s) and the attending service person reserves the right to verify this date 
by requesting a copy of the certificate of compliance prior to the commencement of 
any warranty work. Where the date of completion of installation is not known, then 
this warranty will commence 2 months after the date of manufacture. The date of 
manufacture is stated on the dataplate of the appliance.


Note:  Certificates of compliance must be issued by the installer by law in all 
States and Territories of Australia.


3. All Rinnai water heating components must be installed, commissioned, serviced, 
repaired and  removed in accordance with the manufacturers installation instructions, 
current AS/NZS 3000, AS/NZS 3500, AS/NZS 5601, local regulations and municipal 
building codes by persons authorised by local regulations to do so.


4. All Rinnai water heaters must be operated and maintained in accordance with 
manufacturers operating instructions.


5. Any inspection, service, repair or replacement activities associated with warranty on 
Rinnai products must be authorised by Rinnai Australia before commencement.


6. The warranty applies only to the components supplied by Rinnai. It does not apply 
to components supplied by others, such as pressure limiting valves, isolating valves, 
non return valves, electrical switches, pipework, electrical cables and fuses, but not 
limited to these.


7. Where the appliance has not been sighted in accordance with the installation 
instructions or installed such that normal service access is difficult, a service charge 
will apply. If at the discretion of the attending service person, access is deemed 
dangerous, service will be refused. Any work required to gain reasonable access to 
the appliance will be chargeable by the attending service person (for example, 
removal of cupboards, doors, walls, or the use of special equipment to move 
components to floor level, but not limited to these).


8. Where a failed component is replaced under warranty, the balance of the original 
appliance warranty will remain effective. The replacement part or appliance does 
not carry a new warranty.


9. Rinnai reserve the right to have the installed product returned to the factory for 
inspection.
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TABLE 2 - WATER CHARACTERISTICS


Rinnai  
Water Heater 
System Type


Total 
Dissolved 


Solids 
(TDS)


mg/Litre  
or ppm


Hardness 
(as 


CaCO3)
mg/Litre  
or ppm


Saturation 
Index


(Langelier)
pH


Dissolved 
CO2


mg/Litre or 
ppm


Chlorides
mg/Litre or 


ppm


Gas 
Continuous 


Flow & 
Instantaneous 
Water Heaters


Not 
Applicable 200 +0.4 to -1.0 


@ 65°C
5.5 to 


9.5 18
Not 


Applicable


10. This warranty applies to water heaters connected to a water supply where the water 
chemistry and impurity levels do not exceed the limits specified in Table 2.


11. For solar hot water applications, the models in Table 1 must be converted by Rinnai 
to be solar compatible and must be installed as a component of a Rinnai solar hot 
water system. If the appliance is converted for solar hot water applications after it is 
first installed, the balance of the original warranty in Table 1 will remain effective.
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Warranty Exclusions


No warranties except those implied and that by law cannot be excluded are given by 
Rinnai in respect of Goods supplied. Where it is lawful to do so the liability of Rinnai 
for a breach of a condition or warranty is limited to the repair or replacement of the 
Goods, the supply of equivalent Goods, the payment of the cost of repairing or 
replacing the Goods or acquiring equivalent Goods as determined by Rinnai.


All hot water systems


The following exclusions apply to all Rinnai water heating systems. They may cause 
the warranty to become void and will result in a service charge and costs of parts (if 
required):


1. Accidental damage and acts of God.


2. Failure due to abuse or misuse, improper maintenance or failure to maintain.


3. Failure due to incorrect or unauthorised installations.


4. Failure or damage caused by alterations, service or repair work carried out by 
persons other than Rinnai Service persons or service agents.


5. Where it is found that there is no fault with the water heater and the issues is related 
to the plumbing installation or is due to the failure of water, electric or gas supplies 
or corrosive atmosphere.


6. Where the water heater has failed directly or indirectly as a result of excessive water 
pressure, negative water pressure (partial vacuum) or water pressure pulsation.


7. Operating the water heater and components when not completely filled with water.


8. This warranty does not apply to water heaters connected to water supplies if the 
water chemistry and impurity levels exceed the limits specified in Table 2. Examples 
of water supplies where chemistry and impurity levels may exceed the limits 
specified in Table 2 include but are not limited to private bores, private dams and 
water from water utilities where the chemistry is deliberately altered by parties other 
than the water utility before supplying the water heater.


9. This warranty applies to water heaters connected to the energy source listed on the 
data label of the appliance.


10. This warranty does not apply to damage caused by sludge and/or sediment in the  
water supply.
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Rinnai  appliances like any, benefit  
from regular maintenance in order  
to maximise ongoing performance. 
We recommend that our appliances  
are serviced at least every 2 years to  
minimise any potential down time,  
ensure safety of the product and 
ultimately prolong the life span of the 
unit.
To support this, our highly experienced 
1st-Care Service Team are available 
to assist with any of your ongoing 
service and installation needs.


Call 1st-Care on 1300 555 545 to make a booking


Need a Service?


11. Labour costs incurred due to a Rinnai Service person or service agent performing 
checks which should have been carried out by the customer in accordance with the 
Customer Instructions and where no defect is found.


12. All warranty if Rinnai Gas Continuous Flow Water Heaters are used as components 
in non Rinnai water heating systems. Examples include (but are not limited to): The 
use of Rinnai Gas Continuous Flow and Instantaneous Water Heaters in conjunction 
with storage cylinders and/or pumps and/or control systems and any associated 
plumbing hardware specified and supplied by others.


This exclusion does not apply if the system specifications and subsequent 
warranty terms and conditions have been agreed to in writing by Rinnai Australia 
Engineering and Technical Group.
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Extended Warranty Option


Terms and Conditions
1. Participation in this extended warranty is optional and subject to these terms and 


conditions.
2. Within the first 12 months of installation you must complete and submit your product 


warranty registration. When registering your product details you agree to be contacted by 
Rinnai to arrange service bookings. The Extended Warranty Option can only be registered 
online, please visit www.rinnai.com.au for registration. 


3. Each eligible Infinity or Infinity Enviro product must have general maintenance completed 
in accordance with the following service schedule, performed by Rinnai Australia Pty Ltd 
(or its nominated appointee) as follows: 
• Serviced within the fifth year after the date of installation.


This provides an additional 4 years warranty on the Heat Exchanger (for a total of 
16 years)


• Serviced within the tenth year after the date of installation.
This provides an additional 3 years warranty on the Heat Exchanger (for a total of 
19 years)


• Serviced within the fifteenth year after date of installation.
This provides an additional 3 years warranty on the Heat Exchanger (for a total of 
22 years)


• Serviced within the twentieth year after date of installation.
This provides an additional 3 years warranty on the Heat Exchanger (for a total of 
25 years)


4. Each eligible Builders (B Series) product must have general maintenance completed in 
accordance with the following service schedule, performed by Rinnai Australia Pty Ltd (or 
its nominated appointee) as follows:
• Serviced within the fifth year after the date of installation.


This provides an additional 3 years warranty on the Heat Exchanger (for a total of 
13 years)


• Serviced within the tenth year after the date of installation.
This provides an additional 2 years warranty on the Heat Exchanger (for a total of 
15 years)


5. These services will be charged by Rinnai. 
6. In addition to meeting the conditions set out above, it is essential to comply with all of the 


general terms and conditions of the product warranty.
7.  To obtain your extended warranty you must: 


• During your scheduled service year, contact Rinnai to have a general service 
performed, and charged for by Rinnai. Service can be booked online or by calling 
1300 555 545.


• Ensure you retain proof of service in the form of proof of payment for service to 
Rinnai, and that the service maintenance schedule following has been completed 
and endorsed. 


8. Standard warranty applies should you not opt into the Extended Warranty Option.
9. For Infinity Enviro products, the preheat or secondary heat exchanger is defined as a 


component and therefore is excluded from the extended warranty option. 
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Service Maintenance Schedule


Infinity and Builders Gas Continuous Flow Water Heater Models


DATE OF INSTALLATION /        / Installed by:


YEAR OF SERVICE 5 10 15 20


Service Date /      / /      / /      / /      /


Service Company/Technician


Model Details


ELECTRICAL


Wiring


Combustion Fan Motor


Over Heat Switches


Printed Circuit Boards


HEATING ASSEMBLY


Burners and Injectors


Ignition System


Flame Sensor


Burner Pressure (High Rate)* kPa kPa kPa kPa


Burner Pressure (Low Rate)* kPa kPa kPa kPa


MAJOR COMPONENTS


Water Filter Changed 


Heat Exchanger


Case


Combustion Air Intakes


Visual Check of Flueing (if applic)


SYSTEM OPERATION


Sequence of Operation


Hours of Operation


Number of Operations (ON/OFF)


Hot Water Temperature ºC ºC ºC ºC


Flow Rate at 25ºC Temp Rise


ACTION CODES
 Inspected - 


Working Correctly 
- No action required


Adjusted 
Part


Cleaned 
Part


Replaced 
Part


Repaired 
Part


Referred to 
Installer


� A C R RP RI


* Note: This does not apply to N3237 models.







Rinnai Australia Pty Ltd
ABN 74 005 138 769   |   AU45204 


100 Atlantic Drive, Keysborough, Victoria 3173
P.O. Box 460, Braeside, Victoria 3195
Tel:  (03) 9271 6625
Fax:  (03) 9271 6622


National Help Line
Tel:  1300 555 545*     Fax: 1300 555 655
 Monday to Friday, 8.00 am to 5.00 pm EST.


After Hours Hot Water Service Line
Tel: 1800 000 340*


*Cost of a local call higher from mobile or public phones.


For further information visit www.rinnai.com.au
or email enquiry@rinnai.com.au


Rinnai has a Service and Spare Parts network with 
personnel who are fully trained and equipped to give 
the best service on your Rinnai appliance. If your 
appliance requires service, please call our National 
Help Line. 


With our policy of continuous improvement, we 
reserve the right to change, or discontinue at any time, 
specifications or designs without notice.
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